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ABSTRACT

An important aspect of noise robustness of automatic speech
recognisers (ASR) is the proper handling of non-speech acous-
tic events. The present paper describes further improvements of
an already existing reference recogniser towards achieving such
kind of robustness. The reference recogniser applied is the COST
249 SpeechDat reference recogniser, which is a fully automatic,
language-independent training procedure for building a phonetic
recogniser (http://www.telenor.no/fou/prosjekter/taletek/refrec).
The reference recogniser relies on the HTK toolkit and a Speech-
Dat(II) compatible database, and is designed to serve as a refer-
ence system in multilingual speech recognition research. The pa-
per describes version 0.96 of the reference recogniser which take
into account labelled non-speech acoustic events during training
and provides robustness against these during testing. Results are
presented on small and medium vocabulary recognition for six
languages.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the purposes of the EU supported, now concluded, COST
249 action “Continuous speech recognition over the telephone”,
was to set up procedures for reference recogniser training and
benchmark testing, with a minimal dependency on the language,
task and application. As a result a reference recogniser was devel-
oped [8] which involves an automated procedure for creating a set
of acoustic phoneme models directly from the SpeechDat(II) CD-
ROMs using the language-dependent knowledge embedded in the
database. The SpeechDat(II) databases and standards [5] were
chosen as the source of multilingual speech data and as a standard
regarding speech files, label files, annotation conventions, lexica,
et cetera, since a significant number of SpeechDat(II) compatible
databases are now available world-wide.

Previous work on reference recogniser development includes the
now concluded projects COST 232, CAVE and PICASSO as well
as the COST 250 project on ”Speaker Recognition in Telephony”.
Also in [7] efforts towards handling of multiple languages are
being presented. However, with the present SpeechDat-based
reference recogniser, it is possible to make comparable results on
a to this date unseen number of languages.

In the following sections the SpeechDat(II) databases are

briefly presented with specific attention to the problem of hand-
ling non-speech acoustic events. Then follows a description of the
reference recogniser design and the benchmark test procedures.
Finally results are presented and discussed.

2. THE SPEECHDAT(II) DATABASES

Within the SpeechDat(II) project [5] a total of 28 databases
have been collected covering eleven European languages as well
as some major dialectal variants and minority languages. 20
databases have been recorded over the fixed telephone network
(FDB), 5 databases over the mobile network (MDB), and 3
databases have been designed for speaker verification via tele-
phone (SDB). The recordings of the FDB and MDB databases
cover between 500 and 5000 calls by different speakers being
recorded in a single session (except for two MDBs using multiple
sessions). The duration of each recording session is 4-8 minutes.

All SpeechDat databases are being orthographically tran-
scribed according to the criteria specified in [2]. Four categories
of non-speech acoustic events are transcribed:

� Filled pauses ([fil]) and hesitations (uh, um, er, ah, mm,
etc).

� Speaker noise ([spk]). All kinds of sounds and noises made
by the calling speaker that have no relation to the prompted
text, e.g. lip smack, cough, grunt, throat clear, tongue
click, laugh, etc.

� Intermittent noise ([int]). This category contains noises
of an intermittent nature and not being generated by the
speaker. Examples are music, door slam, background
speech, phone ringing.

� Stationary noise ([sta]) not being intermittent (and not
speaker generated).

As is seen the first two noise types originate from the speaker and
usually do no not overlap with the target speech, whereas [int]
and [sta] may occur simultaneously with the target speech.

The experience within the SpeechDat(II) project was that
significant transcription efforts were spent on labelling the non-
speech acoustic events. However, so far only few results have
been published concerning the usefullness of this transciption for
the purpose of training and testing recognisers.



3. RECOGNISER DESIGN

The reference recogniser training procedure is an extension
of the HTK tutorial example in [1]. Decision-tree state clus-
tered, word-internal context-dependent phonetic HMMs are
trained from orthographic (word-level) transcriptions using a
pronunciation lexicon and a “flat start” boot-strapping procedure.
The training procedure, being implemented mainly as a set of
Perl scripts running on Unix platforms, starts by importing a
SpeechDat(II) database. The SpeechDat files needed are the
A-law speech files, the SAM format label files, the pronun-
ciation lexicon file and the test session list file specifying a
list of the 200 or 500 official test sessions, depending on the
size of the database. The test sessions are of course excluded
from training. In addition to this, 10% of the training sessions
are reserved for development testing. All subcorpora of differ-
ent utterance types are included since this was found useful in [3].

Individual utterances are discarded if their annotated content
indicates the necessity. In particular, all utterances containing
truncated recordings ( � ), mispronunciations (*), unintelligible
speech (**) and phonetic letter pronunciations (/ /) are removed
from the training set. In previous versions of the reference
recogniser all utterances containing intermittent noise ([int]) and
filled pauses ([fil]) were also removed. This was done in order to
make sure that the flat-start training procedure would converge
properly. However, this content filtering resulted in a relatively
large reduction in the training set and also an assumed reduced
robustness against non-speech acoustic events.

The aim of refrec 0.96 is to investigate whether the labels
for non-speech acoustic events can be succesfully utilised during
training (and testing). Utterances having [int] and [fil] labels
are therefore included during training. Further, [spk] and [fil]
labels are kept during training and context independent models
for speaker noise and filled pauses are then generated. The noise
markers for stationary noise ([sta]) and intermittent noise ([int])
are ignored both during training and testing.

The acoustic features are conventional 39-dimensional MFCCs,
including the zero’th cepstral coefficient

���
as energy, as well as

first and second order deltas, as specified in [1, 8]. These features
are suitable for real-time operation, but are not optimised to be
robust for telephone speech or mobile phones in particular.

The SpeechDat(II) lexica are used to provide phonemic
transcriptions for supervised training. Optional prosodic infor-
mation is removed from the lexicon. A language-dependent
phonetic mapping can optionally be specified to avoid modelling
very rare phonemes. Each (mapped) phoneme is modelled as a
three state left-to-right HMM, with no skip transitions. Diagonal
covariance Gaussians are used. Tied silence and tee models
(models having a non-zero entry to exit transition probability) are
added as described in [1], to take care of both background noise
and silence.

Training starts from context-independent, single Gaussian
monophones. All Gaussians are initially boot-strapped unsu-
pervised, to the global mean and variance of the training set.
These “flat-start” models are then re-estimated by the supervised
embedded Baum-Welch procedure. To reduce the problem with
unlabelled silence between words, only the phonetically balanced
sentences (subcorpus S1-9) are used in these boot-strapping

stages. A Viterbi realignment is then performed on the whole
training set. This allows other pronunciations than the canonical
ones to be chosen from the lexicon and also identifies potentially
erroneous annotations, which are then removed from further
training. The initial monophone models are successively split
and re-estimated into 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 Gaussian mixture
components. The 32-mixture monophones are used to segment
the training set in another forced alignment. The obtained
phoneme segment boundaries are then used to create entirely new
monophones in an isolated-word training style. From the freshly
initialised single-mixture monophone models, training proceeds
by building word-internal context-dependent models for all
triphones occuring in the training set. Word boundaries are mod-
elled with left- or right-context-dependent models (biphones).
The monophone models are first cloned, then re-estimated with
context-dependent supervision.

In order to reduce the total number of HMM states and im-
prove generalisation ability, state tying is performed. A top-down
decision tree clustering approach ensures that unseen words
can be modelled without retraining the models, as required
for flexible vocabulary recognition. The clustering algorithm
optimises the likelihoods of the training data by successively
splitting nodes in a binary tree structure according to yes/no
questions regarding phonetic context. Decision tree questions are
defined by a set of broad class definitions. In the current version,
broad class definitions from five languages (Danish, English,
Norwegian, Slovenian and Swiss German) are included. Since
many of the SAMPA symbols are common between languages,
and since the decision tree will automatically select the best
questions for the data, it makes sense to use the union of broad
class definitions for new languages. As a final training stage, both
the fresh monophones and the tied state triphone models are once
again improved by Gaussian mixture splitting and reestimation
up to 32 components.

4. TEST DESIGN

The models trained by the procedure above can be used to
provide benchmark results for a number of different applications,
in different languages. In order to analyse the general behaviour
of the models between languages and to improve the general
design, it is also useful to have a commonly defined test suite
based only on the SpeechDat(II) database itself. For this purpose,
the official SpeechDat(II) test sessions [6] are used, with different
subcorpora representing typical test applications. Five common
tests have so far been designed, for some of the sub-corpora, as
shown in Table 1.

Test Recognition task Procedure

I Isolated digits SVIP
Q Yes/no SVIP
A 30 isolated application words SVIP
BC Connected digit strings, unknown length SVWL
O City names MVIP
W Phonetically rich words MVIP

Table 1: Common tests for some sub-corpora

For all the tests, common test procedures are used, ensuring
identical rules of test design across databases and languages.



Language (database) Train Lexicon Mono- Max Training uttr. Tri-phones State clstr red.
spkrs pronuns phns uttr Pred. 0.96 Pred. 0.96 Pred. 0.96

Danish FDB1000 800 *39604 *71 34400 23216 29082 13056 13763 7.3 % 7.8 %
Danish FDB4000 3500 *39604 *71 150500 101100 127099 19032 19683 11.5 % 12.5 %
Dutch 4522 – 47 22602 20167 – 10194 – 8 % –
English FDB1000 866 12149 44 39831 27374 33510 8060 8354 11.2 % 12.2 %
English MDB1000 800 – 43 30917 26068 – 8368 – – –
German FDB1000 860 23578 47 37335 24158 31538 11472 11914 9.3 % 10.5 %
Norwegian FDB1000 816 14826 *40 36720 20335 31796 7866 8864 8.4 % 9.7 %
Slovenian FDB1000 800 6011 *39 34392 20548 28790 6613 6818 10.8 % 12.5 %
Swedish FDB1000 800 25946 46 38400 24827 – 10689 – 8.6 % –
Swedish MDB1000 800 16050 46 41600 34346 – 11876 – 7.8 % –
Swedish FDB5000 4463 65675 46 214223 179807 – 16009 – 15.9 % –
Swiss German FDB1000 *800 30525 *51 32580 17442 – 12374 – 7.1 % –
Swiss German FDB2000 *1500 *49713 *45 61055 37675 49611 14229 15304 9.5 % 10.4 %

Table 2: Training statistics. In the three rightmost pairs of columns results are presented for both refrec 0.96 and a predecessor
version (Refrec 0.95 is the predecessor except for Dutch and English MDB1000, where it is refrec 0.93). A star (*) next to a number
indicates that information external to the official SpeechDat database is used (either a session list, a pronunciation lexicon or a phoneme
mapping).

Test corpus
Language (database) I Q A BC O W

Pred. 0.96 Pred. 0.96 Pred. 0.96 Pred. 0.96 Pred. 0.96 Pred. 0.96

Danish FDB1000 1.0 0.0 1.1 0.3 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.2 15.8 12.4 64.4 50.4
Danish FDB4000 0.6 0.0 1.1 0.3 2.4 1.9 2.7 2.4 14.0 13.8 64.1 46.2
Dutch – – – – – – 5.0 – – – – –
English FDB1000 2.6 3.5 0.4 0.0 1.4 0.8 4.3 4.4 6.0 6.0 34.3 30.8
English MDB1000 10.2 – – – – – – – – – – –
German FDB1000 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 1.7 2.7 2.8 6.0 5.3 8.7 7.1
Norwegian FDB1000 2.3 3.5 0.5 0.0 4.4 2.8 5.9 5.3 17.3 14.9 34.7 22.1
Slovenian FDB1000 4.2 5.2 0.9 1.2 4.9 3.5 6.1 4.7 9.3 7.3 19.3 15.9
Swedish FDB1000 1.0 – 0.0 – 1.2 – 2.5 – 12.4 – 35.2 –
Swedish MDB1000 10.5 – 1.1 – 4.0 – 14.2 – 18.6 – 52.4 –
Swedish FDB5000 2.6 – 0.7 – 2.5 – 4.5 – 21.3 – 79.9 –
Swiss German FDB1000 0.5 – 0.3 – 1.1 – 3.1 – 6.3 – 24.3 –
Swiss German FDB2000 0.0 0.2 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.6 2.4 2.5 9.6 9.2 33.4 25.0

Table 3: Word error rates (in %) achieved on refrec 0.96 and a predecessor version (Refrec 0.95 is the predecessor except for Dutch
and English MDB1000, where it is refrec 0.93).

Currently, there are three such procedures, denoted SVIP (Small
Vocabulary Isolated Phrase), SVWL (Small Vocabulary Word
Loop) and MVIP (Medium Vocabulary Isolated Phrase). Ut-
terances with OOV, mispronunciation, unintelligible speech
or truncations are excluded in all procedures, since these are
difficult to score without a particular application dialogue in
mind. Utterances with non-speech acoustic events are kept in
the test, but noise markers are ignored. The standard US NIST
algorithm [1] is used when string alignment is needed for scoring,
currently only in the SVWL test procedure.

To completely specify the details of a test, the test proce-
dure, test corpus codes and test vocabulary must be selected for
every database. The vocabulary may contain semantic mappings,
to specify that synonym confusions (e.g. zero/oh in English)
should not be counted as errors. In the MVIP test procedure,
the vocabulary can also be generated automatically, from all
(training and test) utterances in the database. If this is done, no
utterances will be considered OOV. In refrec 0.96 the [spk]- and
[fil]-models are treated as ”garbage”-models and added to the test
grammar so that [spk]- and [fil]-models may preceed or succeed

any vocabulary item.

Both the training and test procedures and detailed test re-
sults are available on the public web site [4]. The intention of this
site is to have a completely open experiment setting and to enable
all researchers with access to a SpeechDat(II) database and the
HTK toolkit to replicate the experiments reported and contribute
to an improved common recogniser design.

5. CURRENT RESULTS

Seven different labs within the COST 249 community have
successfully completed the training procedure for SpeechDat(II)
compliant databases for eigth languages, either on refrec 0.96,
on a predecessor version [8], or on both. Here we present results
for version 0.96, obtained for six languages. For reference also
the results for a predecessor version are presented. First, we
summarise some training statistics in Table 2. More details are
available on the web [4].

We can see that the number of utterances actually used dur-



Language I/BC Q A

Danish 2.64 2.00 4.57
English 2.87 2.50 4.90
German 3.40 2.50 6.30
Norwegian 2.85 2.00 4.60
Slovenian 3.85 2.00 6.52
Swedish 3.33 2.50 6.23
Swiss German 3.70 2.50 6.67

Table 4: Average number of phonemes in test vocabularies

Language O W
(database) #Words Phns #Words Phns

Danish FDB1000/FDB4000 495 6.52 16934 8.76
English FDB1000 259 8.04 2527 5.50
German FDB1000 374 7.67 2264 10.71
Norwegian FDB1000 1182 7.34 3438 6.59
Slovenian FDB1000 597 10.36 1491 6.75
Swedish FDB1000 905 9.29 3610 9.31
Swedish MDB1000 869 8.96 3611 9.13
Swedish FDB5000 2344 11.07 18249 8.75
Swiss German FDB1000 684 12.64 3274 7.90
Swiss German FDB2000 1218 12.97 5319 7.87

Table 5: Number of words and average number of phonemes per
word (Phns) in the O-test and W-test vocabularies

ing training is now close to the maximum number of available
utterances, as 10 % of these are reserved for development testing.
The high number of monophone models for Danish is due to the
fact that a large number of diphthongs are treated as phonemes
in the lexicon. The rightmost two columns in Table 2 is the
reduction in effective number of states obtained by the state tying
procedure.

The various stages of the training procedure results in a rel-
atively large number of models. The typical performance
evolution for refrec 0.96 corresponds to what has been observed
for predecessor versions [8]. A summary of test results for the
different databases tried so far is given in Table 3. It is worth
noting that there is considerable variation between languages.
Some of this can be related to the different noise levels in the
telephone networks (as is illustrated by the difference between
then Swedish FDB and MDB), while differences in vocabulary
and phoneme sets obviously contribute significantly as well. On
average, refrec 0.96 results in a significant reduction in error
rate compared to predecessors. This is most evident in the more
complex recognition tasks (O-tests, W-test) whereas for the
simpler tasks the improvement is marginal or even not present.
In Table 4 and Table 5, average word lengths for the different
tests are presented. For the O-test and W-test, the difference in
test vocabulary seems to have a significant impact on the test
results. The observed differences for the small vocabulary tests
are however harder to explain by these numbers only.

When comparing the results in Table 3 to state-of-the-art
recognisers, one should remember that whole-word modelling
is not used. This will be a typical choice at least for digit
recognisers. Cross-word context dependencies are not modelled
either, and the degree of tying has not been optimised.

6. CONCLUSION

The reference training and test procedures presented have shown
to provide a solution to the practical/logistic problems for the
languages involved so far. The web page set up to coordinate
experiments will hopefully contribute to significant progress in
research on SpeechDat(II) compliant databases, by disseminating
benchmark procedures and obtained results.

From the results obtained it is concluded that the explicit
modelling of [spk] and [fil] labels in combination with the inclu-
sion of [int]-utterances has resulted in improved performance.

Future work will include the improvement of language and
database coverage and also the number of standardised tests will
be extended. With the availability of a high number of languages
in combination with comparable results, methods to predict the
performance for a given language and task will be investigated

Finally, the aim is to find a more general approach to broad
class partitioning and phoneme mapping, as this is currently the
only linguistic information needed by the training procedure
that can not be found in the database. This would make the
reference recogniser more universal and ease the inclusion of
new languages in the covered set of languages.
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